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The award-winning fantasy reinvention of Jane Austen 
continues. 
 
Emma Woodhouse needs a dragon. Her life depends on it. But 
Emma’s dragon is claimed… by Elizabeth Darcy. 
 
When Emma Woodhouse meets newly wed Elizabeth, a brush of 
their gloved hands unmasks the Darcys’ fantastic secret. Emma 
has discovered Yuánchi, the deadly dragon coveted by both 
Emperor Napoleon and England’s Secretary of War. 
 
Luckily, secrets are nothing new for Emma. She has her own: a 
deathbed promise, and a clever plan to achieve it. The Darcys’ 
power, forbidden to her, might even help. 
 
But clever plans can go astray. As treason stalks a royal ball, an 
avenging queen rises to ravage England. Survival rests on a fabled 
alliance: Emma and her secrets, Elizabeth and her dragon, and the 
magical music of Mary Bennet and Georgiana Darcy. 
 
Will Emma, Elizabeth, and Mary unravel the mystery of the great 
wyves in time to save England and themselves? 
 

PRAISE FOR JANE AUSTEN FANTASY SERIES 

“A historical romance series that encompasses the Napoleonic 
Wars, arcane marriage laws, and women with the power to 
command the fiercest, most dangerous, and wisest of beasts.” —
Vanessa MacLaren-Wray, author of All That Was Asked 
 
“Alongside the ‘draca’ are a myriad of other themes. Female 
power in a patriarchal society. Radical evangelism. Slavery. Choice 
and free will. The nature of true evil/psychopathy vs madness. 
Heavy stuff, but woven seamlessly into the plot. The storytelling 
itself was impeccable.” – Megami, Vine Voice 
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